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Ross Eckler exp lored planet packing in the May 200 I issue, attempting to generate an algorithm
to create a string of letters from which the names of the planets could be read sequentially. Ross
suggested readers might like to explore possible strings for other groups of names.
I began by tackling the names of the days of the week. The first observation is that DA Y occurs at
the end of each of the day names, so should go at the very end of the string we're trying to
generate. A number of letters occur only once: MOWDHFI. These can be inserted into our string
at the end of the strin g-generation process. It 's worth noting that some letter sequences occur in
more than one day name. TUS occurs in Tuesday and Thursday, TUR occurs in Thursday and
Saturday, SU occurs in Sunday and Saturday, and TUY occurs in Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday.
Let 's start with Tuesday and Thursday. Our initial attempt to build a string looks like:
T H U (E, R) S DAY
Adding in Saturday merely requires the addition of SA at the front of the string, thus:
SAT H U (E, R) S DAY
Adding in Sunday merely requires an N adding somewhere between the U and D, so:
SAT H U (E, R, N) S DAY
We could have inserted the N between the second S and the D, but in anticipation of Wednesday,
we put the N ahead of the second S. We can now include Wednesday by extending the string to:
(WED, SATHU) (R, NE) S DAY
Notice how we have now placed the E after N to accommodate Wednesday. Monday is now
tackled simply by adding MO ahead of the N:
(MO, WED, SA THU) (R, NE) S DAY
Similarly, Friday is included by adding F and I around the R:
(MO, WED, SATHU) (FRI, NE) S DAY
That's a total of 19 letters. The seven day names utilise a total of 15 different letters (ADEFHIM
NORSTUWY). This is the absolute minimum length our target string could have. However, Wednesday has 2 D's and 2 E's, so the target string would need one extra D and one extra E, taking us
to a string length of at least 17 letters. Saturday has 2 A's, so the target string would need one
extra A, taking us to a string length of at least 18 letters. The 19th letter, an extra S, is due to the
fact that Saturday has an S before the TUR sequence, while Thursday has its S after the TUR
sequence. This necessitates the sequence STURS. This explains why an S appears twice in the
target string, once ahead of TUR and once after TUR. This reasoning would appear to be
consistent with our actual generated string length of 19 letters.
Turn now to the colors of the rainbow. At first sight, this should be as simple as the days of the
week problem only seven names to grapple with, but actually it turned out to be rather more
complicated. Let's start with the names of the seven colors of the rainbow: red, orange, yellow,
green, blue, indigo, violet.
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What letter
uence occur in more than one co lor name? There are x:
GE orange green
10 indigo vio let
LE blue violet
o orange violet
RE red orange green
R oran ge green
ote that ome pair of color name contai n opposite eq uence of letters, thu :
EL yellow LE blue iolet
GO indigo OG orange
IN indigo I indigo
GR green RG orange
LO yellow OL violet
0 indigo 0 orange.
With such a welter of 2-letter equences and opposite 2- letter sequence, it' s difficult to know
where to tart.
I decided that red. orange and green pre ented a good clu ter of letters to tart with . I may be
wrong who know? Anyway. if we tart to build the string here, what do we get? ORANGED
takes care of orange and red. To incorporate green, hould we build round the existing RN , or
round the RE. or round the G ? This give us three po s ibilities:
(G. 0) R (A, EE) GED
(G. 0) RA GEE (D. )
ORA GR (EE • D)
Which string to choose? ach string has 10 letter, so we can't choose the shortest one. Since we
now have to incorporate yellow. blue. indigo and violet, i there an obv io us best color and best
tring to choo e ne t?
Pick indigo. singjust the fir t tring. we can now generate
I DI GO R (A, E) GED
(G.O)R(A,EE)I DIG(ED,O)
(G. 0) R (A. EE) INGEDIGO
All have 14 letter.
o\>\- if we choose to add violet. the first of
occurring in that order. The second and third
three string can now be expanded to
V I DI GO R (A. EE) L GED T
ow add yellow. by expanding this . to
( r DIGOR. Y) (A. EE) L (LOW,
ow add blue by inserting a Band U, thus:
) BL (LOW,
(VI DIGOR. Y) (A.

the e 3 is more att ractive, since it already has 10E
trings can only offer IE, 10 and OE. The first of the

GEDT)
UNGEDT)

ThaI's 23 letter. It's not at all clear to me whether this i opt imal or not. Would I have done
better by tackling the colors in a different order? Would I have done better by util ng different
ets of letters that had already been built into a string, thereby adding new letters to a different
part of the tring?
If a particular string is optimal for the seven colors of the rainbow, what are the impli cation if I
\>\-anted to add an eighth color. say turquoise? At what point in the tring generation
hould I have done something different to accommodate turquoise?

